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Abstract: Due to presence of a great inter particles forces in cohesive powders, great difficulties present

in its fluidization, flow ability and discharging. Several attempts were made to overcome these difficulties

as mechanical vibration; fast gas fluidization…etc. In this study a new flow enhancement system is

suggested for cohesive powders discharging, Without aeration, as aeration leads to some problems as dust

generation and some cohesive and nano powders are very sensitive to air. In this system, small permanent-

magnets are placed in the discharge zone of a hopper, and then an oscillating magnetic field is applied

to excite these magnets. A base of a screen shape is in the exit to keep the magnets within the hopper.

The magnetic masses shaking furiously, go though random collisions with mass of cohesive powder and

agitate the mass of cohesive powder near the exit of the vessel. As a result, the internal structure of the

cohesive powder is disrupted and the powder gets fluidized and demonstrates an increased flowability.

This device has been investigated for discharging cohesive powder from a hopper. It is found that this

device is capable of control powder discharging,. The effects of various parameters, such as the out let

orifice size, cohesive powder type, the oscillating speed and applied voltage on the discharge rate are

investigated. 
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INTRODUCTION

Discharging of Powders: Handling and / or processing

of granular materials or powders is very important in

most industrial applications, granular materials or

powders materials are often stored in devices such as

bins or silos, both before and after processing.  When

the material must be taken out from the containers, the

delivery is made through discharge from hoppers.

Powder flow from hoppers is presented in two flow

types, mass flow and funnel flow as shown in Fig.1a

and Fig.1b. respectively. The problems encountered

with the discharge based on gravity flow or other

means, are well known, and have frequently been the

subject of many research papers. The most serious

problems in hopper discharge of any powder are the

no-flow condition, and the dust which comes from

aeration as a flow aids. The no-flow problem occurs

due to either rat-holing or channeling and arching, as

shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d respectively. As it is

known the previous problems occur due to high friction

between the hopper walls and the material and/or due

to the cohesion of materials under consolidation.

Arching problem occurs due to the mechanical

interlocking, or more frequently due to the cohesive

strength of the solid. The flow aids act as either

reducing the wall friction or improving the flow ability

of the powder or both of them.  Iker.z et al , studied[1]

the phenomenon of jamming during the discharging of

granular matter from silo, they concluded that the arch

formation affected by grain shape than grain

properties . Rajesh et al  suggested a new flow[1] [2]

enhancement device for discharging of cohesive powder

this device is called magnetically assisted powder flow

(MAPF), they concluded that this device can produce

uniform flow rate and it is not need internal support

structure . Albert. W et al  studied the avalanching[2] [3]

flow of cohesive powders  . The aerated discharging.[3]

of two magnesium carbonate powders was studied by

G. Donsi et al . Jun. y et al demonstrated coating of[4]

dry particles for improving the flowability of cohesive

powders, they concluded that it is possible to improve

the flowability of corn starch by coating with nano

sized silica .[4]
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Methods of flow enhancement: In order to solve

problems in existing hoppers, certain modifications can

be made. These range from simply altering the flow

properties of the powder using chemical additives to

installing air blasters that break stable arching.

Chemical additives usually coat the particles and

promote  flow  by reduced inter-particle adhesion.

These additives used are dried powders such as

silicates, stearates, or phosphates. In some applications,

the  use  of such additives may not be compatible.

Wall friction may be reduced by using liners such as

ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene or polished

stainless steel sheets. In certain cases, inserts such as

‘‘hopper-within-a-hopper’’ are used to achieve mass

flow hoppers  These can help when the existing[5].

hopper does not have the required slope for mass flow.

However, if the hopper outlet is smaller than the

required for mass flow, then this option is not useful.

If passive means cannot help in improving the flow

situation, active or energy-input type discharge aids

maybe required. There are three categories of these

devices which are pneumatic, vibration, and mechanical

methods. In pneumatic methods, one can use aeration

by air-blasts, air-inflators or recently air vibra-jets as

mentioned in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b respectively. In

aeration, a controlled amount of air is introduced to the

bulk at either high level or low level aeration. In high-

level aeration, the amount of air is sufficient to reduce

wall friction making the material near the outlet and is

aerated to flow like a liquid. In low-level aeration, the

amount of air introduced is low, but enough to

encounter de-aeration due to time consolidation. This

prevents the flooding problem, but cannot improve

freshly introduced material which is difficulty flowing

out of the hopper. In air-blasting methods, a small

quantity of high-pressure air is injected into the bulk in

sudden bursts as air vibra- jet. This may impart shocks

which could break an arch or a rat-hole. Other

pneumatic devices utilize inflatable pads mounted along

the hopper walls, which are activated at regular time

intervals. These devices may break arches and cause

flow to occur. It is observed that for highly cohesive

materials, these techniques can cause further problems

such as compaction and dust generation. In vibration

techniques, there are two different approaches, the first

is the vibration of the whole silo and the second is

vibrating the powder near the outlet. In mechanical

methods, an arm or a screw moves inside the bulk and

it continuously acts against a stable formation of an

arch or a rat-hole. These devices may work very well

for certain types of materials and hoppers. However,

for very large silos containing highly cohesive

materials, the solids pressure maybe excessive, resulting

in high stresses upon the devices and requiring large

power to operate .[5 ,6 ,7]

Discharge rate models: The published British Code of
Practice  discharge rate model is given by relatively[8]

simple equation for the discharge of coarse free
flowing materials from circular or rectangular hopper
outlet as follows:- 

s c p pm  = 0.58 ñ g  (D K d ). 1 /2   __  5/2

s (Where m gm/sec), ñ is density of the discharging.

c pmaterial (gm/cm ), D  is diameter of the outlet (cm), d3

pis particle diameter (cm),  K   is shape factor which
equal to (tan â)  for  â < 45  or equal unity for â >-0 .35 o

p45  where â is the angle of the hopper. (K = 1.6 ando

2.4 for circular and rectangular outlets of the hopper,
respectively. The friction effect between the flowing
material and hopper wall was discussed briefly by
Williams Model  and gives more reliable results in the[9]

case of the hopper`s outlet smaller than 20 mm. In this
model the aeration effect is not taken into account.
Analysis of this model does not lead to a single unique
value of discharge rate, it gives upper and lower
ranging values of the mass flow rate. The upper limit
value corresponds to zero wall friction while the lower
limit value corresponds to the specified value of
friction and can be estimated from the following
equation:-

s p cm . = K  ñ g  D. 1 /2 5/2

Beverloo  et al have calculated the actual flow[10]

rate by introducing the term of void fraction of the fine
powder e. The used modified model is given by:-

sm  =0.58 (1- g) ñ g  (Dc - 1.5 dp). 0 .5  2.5

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study the powder is placed in a column
including small magnets. The outlet of the column is
ended by small holes which is smaller in diameter than
the magnets diameter. This prevents the magnets to be
fall out from the column during the discharge process.
In this system an external electromagnets agitate the
magnets in the column with constant and controlled
oscillation. The typical construction of this system is
shown in Fig. 3. The potentiometer changes the applied
voltage across the external electromagnets which agitate
the  magnets with two different magnetic strengths.
The timer serves to change the oscillation frequency
(on-off conditions from the timer provides complete
one cycle). The discharged mass of the powder was
measured by a 4 digits balance. Two types of cohesive
powders were used to characterize the system
properties, starch and cement that they represent the
most industrial materials cause the pollution due to
aeration process and their properties are shown in
Table (1).   
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Fig. 1: Powder flow types (a, b) and powder flow problems (c and d).

(A) (B)

Fig. 2a: Inflatable pads or cushions

Fig. 2b: Air Blasters

(A) (B)

Fig. 3a: Photograph of a new device used in Controlling of cohesive powders discharging 

Fig. 3b: Flow Diagram of a new device used in Controlling of Cohesive Powders Discharging.

Table 1: Powders Properties

p U m b kg/m t kg/m e kg /mPowders Group D   ñ ñ ñ3 3 3

Starch C         12.5 750 850 270

Cement C 50 900 1520 1630

Experimental Set-Up: Two columns of internal

diameter 2cm and height of 25 cm with bottom

includes  7  holes  were  used. The hole diameter is

1.5 mm for the first column and 3 mm for the second

columns.  For  study silo size effect columns of

internal  diameter 6cm and height of 40 cm with

bottom includes 15 holes  hole size was 3 mm were

used   The  bottom of the vessel was placed between
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Fig. 4: Effect of oscillating speed on cement

discharging rate with large orifices.

Fig. 5: Effect of outlet diameter for cement powder. 

two electromagnets. While the fine powder could be

discharged through the mesh. For each studied

parameters a fresh powder is used.                    

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Effect of Oscillating Speed: The small orifice column

(the 1.5 mm hole diameter) was firstly used to study

the effect of oscillating speed. Two oscillating speeds

of periods 0.1 sec. and 3 sec were tested. The

discharged mass was collected with time at these two

oscillating speeds as shown in Fig. (4) for small orifice

The discharged powder mass was observed linearly

rises with discharging time with difference in the slope.

The difference the difference in the slope may be due

to the difference in cycle duration and the mass load in

the column. The benefits of the oscillating magnets is

only break any arching near the holes and the

discharging process is mainly depends up on the mass

of the powder in the column.

Effect of Orifice Size: In order to deduce the effect of

orifice size, two sets of data was re-plotted which they

are of the 1.5 and 3 mm orifice size. It was observed

that both of the discharge rates are linearly proportional

to the discharging time with different slopes. The slope

Fig. 6: Effect of voltage change on Rate of Starch

Discharged. 

expresses the discharge flow rate. The more important

result  is that increasing the orifice size double times

will increase the discharge rate twelve times. This

means that the orifice size is a sensitive and effective

parameter on the mass flow rate. 

Effect of Applied Voltages: When the applied voltage

on the electromagnetic coils increased from 110 to 220

V, the discharged mass rate increases with increasing

the applied voltage due to the increase in the magnetic

strength and the magnets inside the powder oscillates

strongly as shown in Fig. (6). The powder in this case

was the starch. In case of cement sample of bed

heights 100, 50 cm, no flow was observed with 110

volt in testing of two diameters of orifices, but in case

of starch sample. With large orifice high flow rate was

observed so it was to tested with small one as shown

in Fig. (6) it was cleared that the high the voltage high

flow rate of starch .It was also observed that cement is

more cohesive than starch. Voltage ratio was 1:2 but

discharged mass ratio was 1:3 in case of starch powder

but no flow occurred with110 volt in case of cement

powder. That ensure cement is more cohesive than

starch. 

Effect  of  Powder  Vessel  Size:  To study  the

Effect  of  Powder  Vessel  Size  a one step scaling

up  done  by  preparing  silo  simulator of 1000ml

size and  the base was penetrated  in 15  orifice of 3

mm  and filled with cement powder and the same

magnet mass  and operating in 2 cycle /second  and

Fig.  (7)  shows  the  comparison  between small and

large silo simulator . it is cleared that smaller inter

diameter is  better than larger this may be referred to

some factors such as  magnetic field strength in narrow

silo the gap is less than the wider one so magnetic

strength is more effect  and also bed weight in wider

has an  effect.            
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Fig. 7: Effect of silo simulator in cement discharging with time. 

Conclusions: As mentioned before, this  a new flow

enhancement system is suggested for cohesive powders
discharging, without aeration,  the parameters that were

studied ,oscillating speed ,orifice size, applied voltage,
and  powder vessel. From the results and visual

observations of operating the suggested device, the
following points are concluded:-

C The furious agitation of the magnetic particles

causes them to break the powder structure,
inducing the powder flow. It was observed under

visual observation that the principal magnet motion
is its vibration, and the secondary effect is a

random motion due to collisions with the wall and
other particles. 

C This device can be used in helping of cohesive
powder discharging without using aeration thus

dust generation can be completely eliminated
through cohesive powder discharging.

C This device is more useful in discharging of very
air sensitive powders as aluminum or any metals

powders (nano powders).
C Rate of cohesive powder discharging was observed

as free flowing powder (non cohesive powder   by
using this suggested device

C Oscillating speed and out let orifice are the most
effective parameters that controlling the rate of

powder discharging.
C Some modification will be made for this device to

be operated with minimum cost of energy
C This device needs more studies in scaling up to be

more benefit in industrial applications.
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